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SEMI-AUTOMATIC TABLE-TOP LABELLING MACHINE,
FX10

Gross price:
23 005 €

Net price:
18 703 €

Semi-automatic table-top labelling machine, designed to put front and back adhesive labels in the same cycle. It
has a mechanical  roller  that can lock the bottles while inserted during the labelling process.  In addition to
cylindrical sizes, this machine can also label square bottles, pots and other containers, including the ones made of
synthetic materials. In addition, with suitable options, it is possible to detect side or bottom reference marks, to put
a label in a later date or to install a stamping unit. This machine has a stainless steel structure and knurled silicone
paper winding roller with quick release. Its electrical commands make it possible to use a wide variety of labelling
variants, by inserting the proper optional unit. The labeller is controlled by an electronic board and it is conformed
to the EC safety standards. The machine is normally supplied in a carton box on a small pallet (wooden case is
optional).

FX-10 is a semi-automatic table-top labelling machine, able to stick front and back label during the same cycle.

It is supplied with a moving top roller to block the product inside the machine.

This machine allows to label round glass bottles but also square bottles, pots and other plastic products.

With appropriate options it is possible to read reference marks, to stick a label later, to label square bottles, to
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stick transparent labels and to install a stamping unit.

The machine has an essential stainless steel structure and a ribbed roller for the silicone paper with quick
releasing. It is in conformity with EC safety standards and the electronic board with microprocessor enables to use
different labelling variants.

 

TECHNICAL FEATURES

DIMENSIONS 700MM X 480MM X 615MM

Weight 55kg

Voltage 230V - 50Hz (opt. 110V - 60Hz)

Installed Power 0,2 kW

Sound Level 40 decibel

Hour production 700 b/h

Max. label height 140mm (opt. 190mm)

Max. label lenght 280mm (opt. 340mm)

Round bottle diametre 50-120mm (opt. 20mm-200mm)

Square bottle side 35-100mm
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